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When ‘big room’ planning goes virtual

In the past few months, organisations
have accelerated their adoption of virtual
ways of working to maintain essential business
outcomes and have their employees continue
to work productively in a virtual environment.
Now, as organisations move towards recovery
and building resilience in this ‘next normal’,
organisations need to further refine how
to organise the execution of work across
the enterprise and across portfolios.
The planning cadence and its supporting
processes need to be driven by a sensing
capability and feedback loops that
continuously inform how the organisation
spends its limited capacity and money.
Given the levels of uncertainty most businesses
are facing, this planning cycle needs to evolve
from its traditional annual cycle to an
at least a quarterly one that involves
making decisions to pursue, pivot,
perish or prioritise.
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Organisations that are more agile and adaptable, and which
already had these quarterly cycles in place, have been better
equipped to adapt and respond to the economic challenges
thrown by COVID-19. However, they have needed to adjust
their ways of working quickly to accommodate the virtual
environment, particularly because these enterprise-wide
quarterly planning processes have typically been ‘big room’
events that were facilitated in-person with lots of post-it notes
on the wall and fluid interaction between teams and leaders.
While supporting a key client through this unforeseen
period, we had the opportunity to define an effective
approach that engaged more than 250 people in
a coordinated, virtual planning activity. After having
run a virtual planning event in early May, one of the Agile
Release Trains recently reported that their ability to deliver
their commitment to the plan had gone from 74.41% last
quarter to 112.44%. Our client attributed their ability to
‘cut through the noise’ of disruption caused by COVID-19
to their adherence to a quarterly planning cycle and
relentless focus on value delivery.
To enable you to achieve these excellent outcomes,
we share how we re-designed, prepared and facilitated
‘big room’ planning events.

DESIGN

Executing virtual big
room planning events

PREPARE

Re-design the event optimising virtual ways
of working while focusing on intent and outcomes
Re-design the agenda
•

Use human-centred design principles
to deconstruct and reframe the event.

Identify and test appropriate tooling
•

Investigate tooling to enable connectivity,
video and chat communication, collaboration
and ad-hoc engagement.

•

Configure available tools and technology
to support virtual ways of working.

Run the event, remaining mindful of engagement
levels and progress to outcomes
Support your participants
•

Be available to remove blockers
– check-in frequently.

•

Address engagement challenges
with a supportive mindset.

Focus on outcomes
•

Clearly articulate the intent of each activity.

•

Try not to rush through critical discussions
for the sake of time.

FACILITATE

Prepare the backlog, the tools and the people
Get the people ready
•

Provide additional coaching to participants
so they know how and when agenda items
will be executed.

•

Train people on the tools and technology.

Get the logistics ready
•

Focus on backlog readiness.

•

Set up the tools and technology
and provide supporting guide.
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Design
DESIGN

Re-design the agenda
When considering the agenda of a long,
collaboration-intensive event, it’s important
to ensure that the human experience is the focal
point when re-designing for a virtual setting.
In particular, the key design questions are:
01. How long can we reasonably expect
to hold peoples’ attention and not have
them become fatigued during the event?
02. What portions of the agenda require
participants to hear the same messages
and collaborate? What portions of the agenda
can be dealt with ‘outside of session’?
03. What kinds of resources (both capability
and tooling) are available to us to support
an adjusted agenda?

PREPARE

Based on the answers to these, we were
able to re-design the big room planning
events for our client. For instance, we
lengthened a lot of the team breakouts to
account for two things – rest and collaboration.
We recognised that it would take additional
time for collaboration to occur in a virtual
space given teams were part of a single call
which would make dividing and conquering
the work a challenge, compared to a physical
event where teams can tackle many problems
at once in small groups.
More breaks were then inserted into
the standard agenda to give everyone
an opportunity to stand, stretch and shift
their focuses away from their screens.

FACILITATE
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Where possible, we leveraged existing
technologies, but considered the user experience
as a high priority so if existing tools didn’t
meet the mark, investments were made. If we
introduced a new tool, we set up a game or virtual
activity with the participants prior to the event.
This gave us an opportunity to test how well the
tool could handle the load of 50+ concurrent
users and gave our participants an opportunity
to familiarise themselves with and figure out how
they might prefer to work within it. This enabled
us to tweak our approach where we needed to
and minimise disruption during the event itself.
While we went through a lot of effort to make sure
everyone understood how our new tools worked,
we learnt that similar efforts should have been
made for existing tools. We decided to use the
Microsoft Teams channels for the team breakout
areas, and because Microsoft Teams was being
used throughout the organisation, we didn’t run
any training or demos to show how this specific
functionality would work. As a result, people
tended to get lost between the main meeting

and their specific breakouts because they
didn’t know how to navigate to their respective
channels. Everyone picked it up relatively
quickly, but time was lost in our attempts
to guide people to the right ‘place’.
It’s important to note that great tools
by themselves do not guarantee a successful,
engaging event – understanding how people
engage with each other in a virtual
environment and providing virtual solutions
to breaching barriers is the key.

Which tool had the right
capabilities to enable us
to easily breakout into
different chat groups
in a structured way?
Which tool did we already
have access to and
experience that performed
well in our environment?

Connectivity
and
Comms

How were we going to
replicate the physical team
boards such that we would
obtain the same outcomes?
Should we invest in a bespoke
tool, utilise our own backlog
management tools or
build them within separate
collaboration tools?

Big room
planning
collaboration

Supporting tools

For smaller portions of the agenda, such as retrospectives
and confidence votes, what should we use instead?
How can we leverage some of the tools we’ve already selected
to minimise overhead of introducing yet another tool?
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Prepare
When you are preparing for a physical big
room planning event you typically focus
on getting the teams’ Feature backlogs ready,
collating briefings and presentations and buying
a lot of post-it notes. We take for granted that
people are equipped to interact with each other
productively when brought together in a room.
A virtual event doesn’t have such guarantees.
In fact, most preparations for a virtual event
are centred around how to optimise the human
experience and emulate physical interactions
as much as possible.
Some preparations we thought were
invaluable include:
•

Having coaching sessions with the people
in all of the key roles to discuss how they can
perform these roles during a virtual planning
event. For example, we met with the business
owners before the event and agreed that
during day two of the event, business owners

would congregate, review PI objectives,
agree on planned business value and
disperse the information through the
existing team calls.
•

•

Having conversations about dependencies
before the event. This allowed teams
to ‘walk’ into the event with a clear view
of what work needed to be planned,
with minimal surprises.
The provision of quick reference guides,
supporting documents (particularly
regarding the planning process and theory)
to the teams. These were relatively quick
to collate, but a huge help during the event
as they enabled individuals to self-serve
if they needed information quickly.

Facilitators

Participants

Even if they have
facilitated the event
before, doing it in
a virtual environment
creates new challenges
such as technical logistics
and keeping an audience
engaged without being
able to make eye contact.

Giving them as much
information as possible
before the event about
what to expect and virtual
etiquette tips will enable
them to prepare and as
teams, decide what they
need to do to make their
planning event a success.

PREPARE

Backlogs

Ensure that the
teams devote time
to refining their
Features including
acceptance criteria
and are aligned on the
key activities required
to successfully deliver
each feature.

Tools

Getting the tools
ready includes loading
the teams’ backlogs
into the appropriate
environment, getting
collaboration areas
ready, setting up the
chat client and enabling
breakout ‘calls’.
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Facilitate
After weeks of planning, you are finally kicking
off your virtual big room event. You have done
all you can to prepare the participants and now
the focus is on coaching and supporting them
through the event so that the required outcomes
can be achieved.
To the right is an outline of our two-day virtual big
room planning event and we deep dive into two
of the agenda topics to share our experience.

DAY ONE AGENDA
Context setting presentations

Team planning breakouts

Scrum of Scrums

Draft plan review

Management review

01
02
03
04
05

DAY TWO AGENDA

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Context setting presentations

Team planning breakouts

Scrum of Scrums

Final plan review

Risks

Confidence vote

Retrospective
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A deep dive
02 Team planning breakouts
How we did it… At the end of the context setting presentation,
each team went to their own MS Teams Channel and started
a conference call. Teams utilised the piplanning app to progress
their planning activities e.g. recording capacity, breaking down
and sequencing pre-loaded user stories. The Scrum Masters
acted as the key facilitators, encouraging the teams to engage
and execute tasks such as confirming dependencies, breaking
down work and so on. Agile coaches were assigned to each
team to support them through this new way of working.
What we learned… Without the benefit of visual and physical
cues, Scrum Masters had to work extra hard to get team members
involved and engaged in the planning activity. Specific individuals
had to be called upon to do different tasks or respond to queries
which made planning slow, halted and awkward.
What we would do differently… We would increase the time allotted
for team planning breakouts and include scheduled breaks
to let everyone recharge frequently. Teams could also assign
specific roles to individuals prior to the event so everyone would
know what they were responsible for and execute it independently.

06 Confidence vote
How we did it… A poll was set up on MS Teams for individuals
to select their level of confidence on a scale of 1 – 5.
What we learned… This portion of the agenda took longer
than anticipated – it didn’t provide the immediate feedback
that a physical event would have and required a lot
of encouragement to get the votes in from participants.
What we would do differently… There is no perfect solution
to this scenario. Many solutions would require us to forgo
anonymity for increased response rates or reduce the clarity
of responses in favour of getting immediate feedback. One happy
medium that may be worth considering is doing the confidence
vote within team breakouts and having the Scrum Master
or Product Owner report back on the team’s average score
or lowest score. This will provide the facilitator with an
understanding of whether that team needs to continue
planning or if they are confident with the plan they have.
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Where to from here?
Although there is an increase in logistics,
coordination and planning, COVID-19 has helped
to accelerate the resolution of problem areas
commonly associated with traditional big room
planning events. For example, at the end of every
physical event, a lot of work is required
to transpose team PI plans and the Program
board (which documents dependencies between
teams) into existing backlog management tools.
With the introduction of tools like the piplanning
app, all that extra work disappears as user stories
and features are automatically updated. Another
problem that has been solved is how we conduct
planning for dispersed teams. Previously, local
team members would plan on behalf of the whole
team and often ran the risk of not completing
their planning due to a lack of time. By conducting
the entire ‘big room’ event in a virtual way,
it doesn’t matter where team members are
located; everyone can be involved in the planning

Want to know more?
event, without any extra effort, and the sense
of accountability increases for the overall team.
It’s evident that COVID-19 has opened a world
of possibilities when it comes to running big room
planning events. During the past few months,
we have proven that you can successfully run
a fully virtual ‘big room’ planning event that
enables the quarterly operating rhythm of the
organisation. Coming out the other side of social
distancing restrictions, it’s highly likely that future
events will become a melding of the best of the
physical and virtual worlds, giving individuals
an opportunity to engage face-to-face while
leveraging what technology has to offer. This will
be important as we navigate towards the ‘next
normal’ in the ‘phy-gital’ environment and one
where iterative planning is essential to thrive
in the ever-changing market environment.

Get in touch if you would like to know more about
executing virtual planning and becoming a digital
adaptable organisation.

Maria Muir
Partner
Enterprise Adaptability
+ 61 3 9671 6439
mamuir@deloitte.com.au

Tammy Chong
Director
Enterprise Adaptability
+61 8 9365 8004
tchong@deloitte.com.au

Anne Madden
Senior Manager
Enterprise Adaptability
+61 3 9671 8415
anmadden@deloitte.com.au
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